
How to build a Bumper / buffer from
scratch.

Considering the relatively high prices for Model Rail-Road Bumpers (this applies to
all  Brands European as well  as American),  I  decided to  make them myself  from
material every railroader has in his or hers “Yard Scrap Bin”.

I, more or less, copied the bumper from German “Bundesbahn” styles and added my
personal twist to the design.

This design works for all gauges! Just scale it up or down.

Read this entire document first and look at the pictures!

What’s needed: A couple of tools and a lot of patience!

• Soldering iron with raisin and a bit of flux

• Old tracks (you decide how long, curved or straight)

• Metal file (small)

• Needle-nose pliers

• Side-cutter or cutting-wheel

• Telephone wire, about 30 cm (1 foot) (you actually won’t need that much, but it 
makes it easier to work with.)

• Glue for plastic models as well as epoxy glue or something that’ll glue plastic to 
plastic and metal to plastic. Measurements are Metric and US Standard. 

Pull out the I-Beams, which make the track, from the rail ties. (10 cm or 4 inches will
suffice)

File the I-Beam flush at one end and cut off a length of roughly 3.1 to 3.2 cm (1 3/16).



Take the file and V-grove the track at 2 cm (24/32) starting from the running surface
of the track to the wider track section where usually the tie-down clasps are located.
Stop filing just where the file hits the lower part of the I-Beam.

Slowly (I really mean it) bend up the track to form a hockey stick-like figure. File the
long end of the piece flush with the horizontal track you want to mount the bumper
on.

Cut off another 2 cm (24/32) length of track (always cut off a tad too long, and then
file down to size!) This is the vertical I-Beam.

Pre-tin the upper part of the vertical beam and the small part of the “hockey stick”
where they will face each other later. (Bottom of the track)

Take the telephone wire and strip off about 10 cm (4 inches) of the insulation.

Bend one end 90 degrees (about 4 mm or 3/16) and solder the bent part into the
track grove just above the angled section. After the joint has cooled down, wind the
wire 4 times around the vertical beam and the short hockey stick section, making
sure that the I-Beam surfaces touch each other nice and flat.



Solder the wire and the I-Beam sections together, by applying the resin and a bit of
flux to the wire wounded section. Let the resin penetrate the entire area. You may
need to turn the section up-side-down to work also on the back side.

Make the other side! Match the measurements of what you just created so they look
the same later. (if not, filing will make things work for you!)

After the second side is done, select a track you want to use as the bumper track.
You may want to experiment with short, straight tracks or even round tracks.

Solder the bumper sections on top of the tracks, each side. Make sure that the front
part line up properly. (You may need to cut back some of the rail ties on the track,
though.

The bumper side can also be soldered to the inside of the tracks. (This makes the
entire assembly lower)



After both sides are positioned and soldered on the tracks, take 2 rail ties from the
track you pulled the I-Beams from, file the tie-down clasps level of one of them and
glue them together back to back. Make sure you leave the tie-downs on one of them
intact!

Measure the height of the bumpers (buffers, Puffer in German) of your rolling stock or
Locomotives and clip the double-sized tie to the vertical I-Beams of your bumper.
Glue the doubled-up tie to the vertical beams. Let dry! In case that the new bumper is
too flimsy, cut out another track piece and solder it in between the bumper sides for
stiffening.  You  could  also  use  another  tie  down  and  insert  it  at  the  top  as  an
alternative. Caution! If you use a metal I-Beam as stiffener, make sure that you use
isolation track connectors or you will create a short across the tracks!

To make the wrap-around wire look more realistic, just flatten the telephone wire with
a hammer. This creates some nice looking flat metal bands. This project should give
you some ideas. I bet there is people out there who can do it much better than I.
Please, share your ideas and pictures. All the best and keep them kids of the tracks!
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